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"Wir stehen mitten in einer grossen Zeitenwende. Was wir alle 
durchmachen sind ihre Geburtswehen. Alles scheint negativ-
und einmal wird dann doch Neues und Grosses geboren werden." 

RUDOLF HESS, letter of October 28, 1946. 

EDITORIAL 

In the year before us we will be celebrating two anniversaries; it is both 
the eightieth year of the Leader and the fiftieth year of the Movement. We 
have a long and rocky path behind us now, and it may be discouraging to 
look back along that path at the painfully slow progress we have made 
since the catastrophe of 1945. But when we turn to the future and look at 
what lies ahead of us in the next few years we can see better grounds for 
enthusiasm than at any time in the past twenty-five years. 

The political tempo has increased all over· the world. Even in the midst 
of unparalleled prosperity, anarchist, Jewish, and Marxist elements are 
ripping and tearing away the foundations of the decadent democratic 
order. A new generation, without moral bearings or any deep ideological 
commitment, has nearly grown up now. A static situation dominated by 
entrenched interests is giving way to a much more fluid situation. 

Much as we may hate and oppose the destructive forces at work today, 
they are performing a necessary task. Just as the role of the bacteria which 
bring about the decomposition of a corpse, redistributing its organic 
matter to the universe so that new life may arise in its place, is an essential 
role, so is the role being played now by the Jews and their allies essential. 
The rotten, dying world of today must complete the rapidly accelerating 
process of decomposition before a new and healthy world can hope to rise 
in its place. The organic matter which is being returned to Nature's store
room in this case is the new generation of alienated and uncommitted 
youth. This is the raw material from which a new world, for better or for 
worse, must be built. Twenty-five years ago that supply of raw material 
was too small. Today it is large enough so that we can begin to plan real
istically on using some small portion of it for our aims, even while the ma
jority of it is still hastening the process of degeneration. 

In the year ahead-and the year or two or three after that-we must 
learn to think and act faster than we have been accustomed to. We will be 
faced with a flood of new challenges and new opportunities. The Move-



ment will certainly grow faster than it has in three decades. Let us resolve 
now that that growth will lead to a stronger, more unified, more active and 
virile Movement as well as a larger Movement. 

INTERNATIONAL 
National Socialists who have not yet established a formal affiliation 

with the National Socialist movement are urged to do so immediately. 
Either join the WUNS affiliate in your country of residence, or become an 
Associate Member of WUNS. Application forms and information for Asso
ciate Membership may be obtained by requesting them from WUNS HQ, 
Box 5505, Arlington, Virginia 22205, U.S.A. 

One thing that no National Socialist should forget is that Rudolf Hess is 
still in prison. Publicity is the strongest weapon which can be brought to 
bear on this matter now. Let no opportunity pass to help make the public 
aware of this continuing democratic-Marxist crime. 

Three new employees have been added to the growing staff at WUNS 
HQ during the last quarter. 

ARGENTINA 
Jews and liberals in Argentina have been screaming about the recent ap

pearance of National Socialist literature at newsstands in Buenos Aires. In 
the United States, where the wholesale magazine distribution business is 
completely in Jewish hands, Jews have complete control over the selection 
of reading material offered at newsstands. If a retailer displays any "unap
proved" periodical, his wholesaler can cut him off from his supply of other 
magazines. Apparently there is at least one non-Jewish magazine wholesaler 
in Buenos Aires. 



All correspondence for the Frente Nacional Socialista Argentino should 
be sent to: 

AUSTRALIA 

Casilla Correo 2134 
Correo Central 
Capital Federal 
ARGENTINA 

Hungarista Mozgalom, the monthly magazine published in English and 
Hungarian (and with occasional articles in French and German) in Aus
tralia by Bela Kantor is continuing its Hungarian-English serialization of 
"George Lincoln Rockwell: A National Socialist Life," which appeared 
originally in National Socialist World No. 5. The mailing address of Hun
garista Mozgalom is: 

Box 125 
Merredin, W.A. 6415 
AUSTRALIA 

The National Socialist Party of Australia is continuing its efforts to 
build a sound organization for future National Socialist political activity in 
Australia. It presently publishes a bi-monthly newsletter and a small quar
terly journal. The NSP A mailing address is: 

BRITAIN 

Box 40 
Ainslie, A.C.T. 2602 
AUSTRALIA 

The National Socialist Group has recently changed its !11ailing address. 
It is now: 

CANADA 

BM/NSG 
London, W. C. 1 
ENGLAND 

The Canadian National Socialist Party is now operating a telephone re
corded message service in Toronto. The number is ( 416) 532,-4232. 

GERMANY 
A very interesting development is taking place in the Western Zone of 

Occupied Germany. Following a relaxation of certain restrictive laws gov
erning political parties and political activity, a group of young National 
Socialists in Germany have begun open National Socialist activity for the 
first time since 1945. With the name "Union of German National Social
ists" (Bund Deutscher National-Sozialisten) and under the leadership of 
Wolf-Dieter Eckart, 30, they have been distributing literature and speaking 
at meetings in the Hamburg area. 

The purpose of the recent legal relaxation by the pro-Marxist (although 
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allegedly anti-Russian) authorities was only to legitimize the newly estab

lished Germ,,n Communist Party (Deutsche Kommunistische Partei), not 

to allow a greater freedom of political expression in Occupied Germany. 

But, in order to avoid confusing the brainwashed liberals, the authorities 

may now be obliged to grit their teeth and suffer the existence of the 

National Socialists also. We may be sure that our German comrades will 

exploit their new opportunities to the limit. 

Those wjshing to correspond with the BDNS should address all mail to: 

BDNS 
2 Hamburg 
Postfach 7 3 03 49 
GERMANY 

A grim reminder of the Jewish-Marxist-democratic murder orgy which 

took place at the end of the last war was given recently when a Red Cross 

official in Cologne announced that his office still receives, nearly 24 years 

after the war, about 700 inquiries a day from persons looking for German 

soldiers or civilians who disappeared without a trace. These were among 

the millions who perished in Allied extermination camps, who were turned 

over to Communist mobs to be killed, or who were hunted down and mur

dered by the Jew terrorist squads which were allowed by the Occupation 

Authorities to roam freely in Germany immediately after the capitulation. 

NORWAY 
An excellent bi-weekly tabloid newspaper in the Norwegian language is 

Folk og Land. The subscription price is Kr. 40 per year, and the address is: 

SWEDEN 

Boks 3214, Sagene 
Oslo 
NORWAY 

Scandinavian National Socialists may be interested in Nordisk Kamp, 

the monthly publication of the Nordiska Rikspartiet. The address is: 

UNITED STATES 

Box 162 
152 00 Strangn·as 
SWEDEN 

The efforts of the National Socialist White People's Party have been di

rected toward two goals during the latter part of 1968: 

1. The development of a capability for instant propaganda response to 

current events. As the political situation continues to grow more turbu

lent, fast response becomes increasingly important. At present the NSWPP 

is able to have a new propaganda leaflet in the hands of a distribution crew 
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anywhere in the United States within 24 hours of any new development in 

the news, shipping the freshly printed leaflets via air freight from Washing

ton. Leaflets produced so far have concentrated on recruiting among stu

dents at riot-torn universities and among White policemen in large cities. 

The goal for 1969 is at least two new leaflets each month. 

2. The transformation of the entire NSWPP membership from a more

or-less passive state to an active state. This has taken the form of encourag

ing all Party members to engage regularly in Party activities, primarily prop

aganda distributions. At the same time, Party propaganda has become in

creasingly militant and activist. One development in this direction has been 

the creation of a Party arms subsidiary, which has caused a fair amount of 

furor among the authorities. 
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♦ NS Arms ♦ Box 34 Triangle, Va. 22172 

Advertising leaflet distributed by NSWPP. 
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In line with this actlVlst orientation is a new NSWPP formation the 

National Socialist Central Organization (NSCO), which will have as :nem

bers only those Party members considered completely reliable for the 
carrying out of Party assignments. 

Commemorative Dates 

January 1: In 1920 the first National Socialist headquarters is opened in 
the Sterneckerbrau, Munich. 

January 3: In 1946 William Joyce is martyred in Wandsworth Prison, 
London. 
January 5: In 1919 Anton Drexler and Karl Harrer found the German 
Workers' Party, predecessor of the NSDAP. 

January 24: In 1932 Herbert Norkus, 15-year-old Hitlerjunge, is murdered 
by Marxists in Berlin. 
January 30: In 1933 the Movement achieves power in Germany as the 

Leader becomes Chancellor. 
February 23: In 1930 Horst Wessel dies after being shot by Marxists. 

February 24: In 1920, in the Festsaal of the Hofbrauhaus, Munich, the 

Leader proclaims the Twenty-Five Points of the National Socialist pro

gram. 
February 26: In 1'923 Karl Winter, the first martyr of the Movement, is 

murdered by Marxists in Hollstein, Baden. 
February 27: ln 1925, at the first meeting after his release from Lands

berg, the Leader begins rebuilding the Movement. 
March 9: In 1918 George Lincoln Rockwell is born in Bloomington, 

Illinois. 
March 23: In 1868 Dietrich Eckart is born. 

NOTE: An attractive 50th Anniversary National Socialist calendar for 

1969, which lists some 39 commemorative daces throughout the year, is 

now available. It features an 11 in. x 14 in. reproduction of an excellent 

chalk sketch of the Leader's head, suitable for framing at the end of the 

year. Send 2 with your order to NS Publications, Box 5505, Arlington, 

Virginia 22205, U.S.A. 
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